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MILITARY ESCORTS ON THE SANTA FE TRAIL
(Continued)
By
FRED

S.

PERRINE

(The first military escort furnished the Santa Fe trade by the
federal government, was in 1829, when four companies of the Sixth
Infanry, under the command of Major Bennett Riley, left Jefferson
Barracks, Mo. May 5, 1829, to protect a caravan of about 79 men and
38 wagons. Major Riley's report was published in the April number
of the New Mexico Hist01'ical Review, The next military escort
furnished the Santa Fe trade was that of Company A, United States
Dragoons, under the command of Captain Clifton Wharton, in
1834. Captain Wharton's report, which has never been published
before, was unearthed through the efforts of Hon. Chas. L. McNary,
senior U. S. Senator from Oregon, Mr., Grant Foreman and Mr.
Fred S. Perrine, and is herewith published.-Edito1'.)
Report of Captain Clifton Wharton, Company A, United States
Dragoon Regiment, covering the Campaign of 1834, of this escort
to the Santa Fe Caravan of that year, under the command of Josiah
Gregg.

Fort Gibson, 21st July 1834.
Sir~

I have the honor to report to the commanding Genl.,
the return of my company to this post,' and to submit for
his information the following narrative of Circumstances
connected with my late march.
In obedience to orders directing me to conduct my company by the most direct and practicable route to Cow Creek'
1. Fort Gibson was established 1824 on the left bank of the Neosho River,
near its mouth, by Colonel Mathew Arbuckle. At first. this site was in Arkansas
Territory, then by a change of boundaries in the Cherokee Territory. Several
attempts were made between 1834 and 1838 to have the garrison moved to Fort
Smith. It was finally abandoned in 1857.
2.
According to Gregg in. his Commerce of. the Prairies (Early Western
Travels Series, vol. xx, .p, 93)
Cow Creek was located about 249 miles from
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at the point where it intersects the trace to Santa fee, and
thence to escort the traders destined for Santafee to, the
supposed boundary of the U. States, I took up the line of
march on the 13th of May last for the Ossage agency" having slatisfied myself on diligent enquiry that the most direct
rute up the Arkansas valley as was suggested, was an impracticable one, encumbered as I was by a waggon, and
that the one by the Agency although not entirely direct
would prove by far the best rute.
On the 19th of May* I met Lieut Burguin' of the
Dragoons whom the Genl., had sent to Franklin Mo: to
enquire of the traders whether they desired an escort and
at what period they would probably set out on their journey,
and from him was pleased to learn that the prospect was
good of my being able to intercept them. On the 21st of
May I reached the agency. At that place* I was under
the necessity of halting two days for the purpose of making sundry repairs to the waggon attached to the command,
to shoe some horses and to attempt the recovery of several
beeves of the commifsariat which had strayed off on the
night of the 22d. Our exertions to apprehend them having proved ineffectual, the march was resumed and on the
evening of the 24th of May the company encamped about 3
miles beyond the town of the Little Ossages." As from this
Independence, and he aho states in vol. xix, pp. 207-208. Hafter digging, bridging,
shouldering the wheels. with the usual accompaniment of whooping, swearing
and cracking of whips, \-ve soon got safely across." Hutchinson, Kansas, is located
at its confluence with the Arkansas.
3. The site of the Osage Av.ency in 1834 has not been definitely loeated. It
was probably in the immediate vicinity of the Harmony Mission on the Osage
River in 1"Aiss~uri.
4. John Henry K. Burgwin, who was born in North Carolina, graduated from
West Point in the class of 1826. and served three years in the 2nd lnf. On March
4, 1833 was appointed to the Dragoon Regiment, and received his commission as
Captain in this regiment July 31, 1837. He died Feby. 7. 1847 of wounds received on the 4th., in the assault on Pueblo de Taos, New Mexico.
5. Franldin, Mo.. was the starting point of very many of the Santa Fe
caravans, and furnished a large number of the Santa Fe traders.
6. Coues in Pike's Expwrations, vol. ii. p. 394, states that the town of the
Little Ossages was located near the Kansas-Missouri boundary line. Northeast of
Fort Scott, Kan.. while in Thwaites Early lV estern Travel., vol. xvi, p. 283, this
village is located three miles from the GI'cat Osage villall'e and on the Noobho
River.
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point there was no trail by which I could direct my march
I here procured an Indian guide. The character of the
country convinced me that the speediest way to reach Cow
Creek would be to strike the Santafee trace at the nearest
point of it with the view of availing myself of a beaten and
good road, but knowing that in endeavouring to reach it
at such point there would be some danger of falling in the
rear of the traders I directed my course for the South fork
of the Neosho river' instead of for Council groveS on the
North fork which would have been the nearest point and
one at which the traders usually halt a few days to organise
themselves, to make repairs &c. .
By this course I thought I should expedite my movement, and at the same time increase the chance of striking the tract at a point in advance of the Caravan. The result proved satisfactory, as on reaching on the 3d of June
the old trace of the Caravan where it is intersected by the
South fork of the Neosho, I discovered that the traders
must be in my rear. On the morning of the 4th of June*
I dispatched two men of the command back on the trace
with orders to proceed to the distance of seventy or eighty
miles with the view of learning the position of the Caravan,
and when it would probably reach my then encampment,
that I might be better able to decide, having regard to my
means of subsistence, whether to await its arrival or to
proceed immediately to the Buffalo region.
The delay until I could get such information was
necefsary to recruit the horses of the command very much
impaired by the great exertions made to reach the trace
in time to effect the object for which my company had
been ordered in to the field .. Owing to the lofs of the horses
of the two men detached on this errand the first night after
their departure my efforts to communicate with the traders
were not only frustrated but I was delayed rather longer
7. By the South Fork of the Neosho River, Wharton evidently means the
present Cottonwood River.
He is evidently following the same trail from the
Osage villages to the Arkansas. as was followed by Pike in 1807-08.
8. See Riley's Report, Note 5.
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than I desired to be by exertions which proved ineffectual
to apprehend tp.e astray horses. *
On the 'afternoon of the 18th of June" the Caravan,
consisting of nearly a hundred waggons, reached us. I
immediately proffered the service of my company as an
escort (Appendix No.1) * and they were accepted.
On the morning of the 10th the Caravan proceeded on
its route. No incident worth mentioning occured until the
night of the 17th of June. The Caravan had halted on
the right bank of Walnut creek'o a tributary stream of the
Arkansas, my own encampment being between the creek
and the waggons. Late in the night one of my sentinels
having fired his rifle, which discharge was followed by
a fire from a part of the Guard which had hastened to
the sentinel's post, the company was immediately formed
and promptly proceeded to the spot where the alarm had
been given.
No enemy, however, was discovered, and an imprefsion
was consequently created that the alarm was a false one.
But subsequent occurrences satisfied me that the Guard
had not only been vigilant, but correct when they afserted
that they had fired on individuals approaching the Camp
in ,a Stealthy manner. On the ensuing morning mockasin
tracks were discovered in the vicinity of the spot where
the alarm had been given, and Indians, who proved to be
of the Kansas tribe, actually came to the camp. In the
course of the morning, the Caravan being still at a halt,
several individuals and among them my Ossage interpreter
went in search of Buffaloe. Having espied Indians they
return'ed in haste to the Camp followed for a while by the
Indians in quick pursuit. On hearing of this seemingly
hostile approach I hastened with my company to the point
apparently of danger. The Indians soon came in view rid9. Evidently should be the 8th of .June.
10. . Walnut Creek, ac~ording to Thwaites in EarljJ Western Travel Series vol.
xvi, p. 229 note ·107, a large stream flowing east from Lane through Ness, Rush
and Barton counties, and reaching the Arkansas four miles below the town of
Great Bend, Kansas.
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ing slowly with our interpreter at their head, a fact that
of course convinced me that they were of some friendly
tribe. A disposition to fire on them was notwithstanding
evinced by several irresponsible persons attached to the
Caravan who had hastened to meet them and which I had
some difficulty in subdoing, the persons concerned having'
insisted that these Indians should not approach the Caravan. Recognising the Indians as Konsas, a people with
whom we have a treaty and among whom resides an agency
of our Government, their approach too being in a friendly
manner, for what had been construed into hostility on
their part, in their pursuit of some of the traders they
accounted for by saying that their only object was to overtake them to convince them that they were friends, a fact
they at length succeeded in communicating to the Interpreter by some signals made to him. I felt that as an officer of the Army I could not witnefs without a remonstrance any act towards them on the part of our Citizens
which would have a tendency to disturb the pacific relations existing between them and our Government. Having shaken hands with these Indians I conducted them,
from a regard to the view of the traders who objected to
their approaching the Caravan, to a spot some distance
from the waggons and there had a talk with them.
This party with which there was a Chief having left
us, I was visited in the afternoon by another small party
of the same tribe having a Chief at its head also. He
brought with him a treaty made between the Konsas and
our Government which he desired me to read. I recognised
it as an authentic document, told him so, and afsured him
of our friendly disposition, which it was evident the scene
of the morning had led him to doubt. I mentioned to him
the presence of Indians near our encampment the night before, and exprefsed my belief that they were ~ome of his
people. The afsured me it was not the case; I am notwithstanding, however, persuaded that a small party of the
Konsas, probably witpout the approbation or knowledge of
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their Chiefs, had approached the Caravan the night previous with a view to steal horses an object which was
frustrated by the vigilance of my guard.
We took up the line of march again on the 19th of
June. On the morning of the 20th of the month on the
ridge of hills bordering the valley of the Arkansas and
while approaching the point where the Santafee trace is
inten;ected by the Arkansas, information was communicated to me that the Indians, supposed to be the Comanches, were ahead of us, that they had pursued two
traders who had been in advance, and that they were coming towards us. I immediately conducted my company
forward with the view, if I could not from the very small
number of men disposable, about forty succefsfully resist
an attack, at least to hold the savages in check long enough
to enable the Caravan to form a square. I soon met the
Indians who were in the act of forming something like a
line. I immediately ordered the company into line also
with the intention of making a charge, we were then within
sixty feet of each other, but at this moment the Comanches,
for such they proved to be, became loud and active in their
profefsions of friendship" some calling out in Spanish
"buenos amigos, buenos amigos, good friends, good friendR,"
while anothel' was equally clamorus exclaiming in broken
English, "how do you do, how do you do."
They also unfolded a flag a Spanish one which it was
evident they intended as a token of peace. Not content
with these friendly demonstrations some of them dismounted, and, having thrown their weapons on the ground,
approached us offering their hands, while others discharged
their guns in the air. Such overtures of peace amounting
almost to subjection I felt bound to regard, and accordingly
refrained from hostilities. The Indians retired, but not
without a close observation on our part, the Caravan moved
forward again, and in a very short time we reached that
point where the waggons crofs the Arkansas, and then encamped; The number of Camanches, (known to the In-
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dians generally by the name of Patokas) whom we had
met was about forty, encamped, however about a .mile distant and on the opposite shore there were others making
in all probably about one hundred warriors. After we had
pitched our tents a few of the traders fell in with on the
left bank of the river a similar number of Indians. The
meeting was represented to me as quite a friendly one, and
I consequently determined to avail myself of the first opportunity that offered to hold a council with these people
whom United States troops had now met, I believe, for the
second time only, and for the first in a spirit of amity."
This opportunity was soon afforded by the presence on the
other shore and directly opposite to us of four or five of
the Comanches calling out to us in a seemingly friendly
manner in their own language. Accompanied by one of
the officers of my command and by the Captain of the
traders, I crofsed the river, met the Comanches and shook
hands with them. Through a man whom I, had along with
me and who had once been a few months in their villages
they exprefsed their desire that we should visit their encampment, offering as an inducement a plenty of fat Buffalo meat with which they would make a feast for us. I
had commenced my endeavours to have a talk with them
when they became alarmed by the numbers whose curiosity
had induced them to crofs from our side of the river and
who were approaching us. The Indians at first manifested
a wish to retire but on my urging them to stay, they dispatched off a mefsenger, and ere long a large number was
seen leaving their camp, and approaching us on foot with a
flag displayed.
On ther stating that the principal Chief was not then
present, and their desire that we should see him I proposed
to them that in the afternoon five individuals of each party
and only five, should meet on their side of the river with
a view of having a friendly talk and a Smoke.
11. Referring undoubtedly to the escort of 1829 under Major Bennett Riley.
An instance that would go to show that there had been no federal. escort furnished
Santa Fe traders, between 1829, and the present escort of 1834.
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On their afsenting to this proposal I returned to Camp.
A short time after this interview, the Indians, whom I have
mentioned as having been seen advancing from their Camp
with a flag displayed, having in the meantime reached
the point where I had just had the meeting alluded to, I
was informed that many of the traders were in the act of
conducting a piece of artillery to a point opposite that at
which the Indians were Quietly standing in a large group
with the avowed intention of firing on them. I hastened
immediately to the Captain of the Caravan to remonstrate
against the measure, not only as a Violation of my pledge
of a friendly disposition towards the Indians and one which
would effectually prevent the meeting which I had proposed
should take place betwecn us, as an act of positive cruelty.
While I was engaged thus on this subject, one of the
officers of my company fearing the rashness of the traders
dragging the cannon forward would precipitate difficulties
from which it wpuld not be easy to extricate them, hastened
to the spot to which the piece of ordnance had been drawn
and urgently protested against any hostile act towards
the Indians on the opposite shore. He received in reply
much personal abuse with even threats of personal violence.
The Captain of the traders at this juncture interfered and
the act contemplated was not carried into execution. I
have introduced for the General's notice this incident to
show him the difficulty of preserving harmony between a
military escort and a set of irresponsible individuals such
laS those who were concerned in the measure alluded, to for
I have pleasure in adding that none of the many intelligent
and respectable persons interested in the Caravan took any
part in the scene I have been describing. Thc termination
of. this affair was followed by a disappointment which has
been a source of great regret to me. I had entertained
strong hopes of effecting much good at the meeting to take
place in the afternoon between the Comanches and myself. !tis true I had no special authority to hold a council
with, or, to make overtures or promises to, the Indian tribes
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whom I might meet on my march, I conceived, however, it
would not be transcending my duty on all proper occasions
to endeavour to imprefs on the minds of the Indians the
desir~ of our Government to be at peace with them, and
that they should be at peace with each other. In furtherance of this opinion it was my intention to have said to
the Comanches, that our people and theirs had little acquaintance with each other, that we' had heard of them,
however, and desired to be their friends if they would act
in such a manner towards our people as to justify our
friendship. Having heard an opinion exprefsed before I
left this Post, that the command which it was designed to
send into the Pawnee Pict country this summer would be
so large a one as effectually to prevent any meeting
whether pacific or otherwise between it and the Pawnees,
for the reason th'at the latter would disperse and avoid the
former from apprehension; and knowing the desire felt
to effect through that command the liberation of the Ranger AbbeY,'2 supposed to be yet alive and in captivity among
those savages, I thought the occasion a most fortunate and
opportune one, to promote what I conceived to be the views
of the Government in the case, and to serve the cause of
humanity I had therefore intended to say also to the Coman- .
ches, neighbours of the Pawnee Picts, and frequently mistaken for them, that there were a great many of our people
coming soon towards their c.:luntry, that they were friendly
disposed towards them, and that therefore should they hear
of, or see those people of ours they must not be alarmed and
run away, but they should go forward and meet them and
shake hands, and have a talk with them, and that the other
kindred tribes ought to do the same. It was not my intention to have said a word about the special objects of the
12. The expedition here mentioned was under the comm!lnd of General Henry
Leavenworth, but after his death on July 21, 1834., the campaign was successfully
brought to an end under the command of Colonel Henry Dodge. The expedition
was made for the express purpose of recovering from the Indians, Matthew Wright
Martin, a white boy, and Ranger George B. Abbay, both of whom had been
cap~ured in 1833.
See Chronicles of Oklahoma, vol. ii, number 3, "Journal of
Hugh Evans," edited by Fred S. Perrine, for particulars regarding this expedition.
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command in visiting that section of country, but to prevent
the frustration of those objects by any alarm on the part
of the Indians causing them to avoid the command. But
the opportunity to make these statements I lost. While
engaged in writing in my tent, the Captain of the Caravan,
who was present when the contemplated meeting was
agreed upon, on seeing some Indians again on the opposite
shore, without giving me any notice crofsed over, as I was
informed, with precisely four individuals thus making the
number it was agreed should attend the meeting on our
part. He met the Comanches, and, as I was told, having
laconically said to them, "We are disposed to be friends,
but you must keep off, and if you do not, the Soldiers,
meaning my command, will fire upon you," returned to
camp, the Indians retiring also. Thus, Sir, was my object
in this matter entirely defeated, an object, which I thought,
if attained, would have efsentially promoted the views of
the commanding General, and views which he had very
much at heart."
Having now reached the generally supposed boundary
line of the country beyond which no escort had heretofore, with one exception, ever passed, it became proper that
I should duly survey all circumsijances effecting the welfare of my command at so great a distance as it was from
aid or supplies, as well as those connected with the safety of
the Caravan. Accordingly on the 26th of June I ordered
a Board of officers to report on the condition of the waggon
and waggon horses attached to the command. The Board
13. This is but another instance showing that while asking military aid and
escort, the traders were inclined to paddle their own canoe. The a.bove instance re~
cordl.>d b~" Captain Wharton, of members of the caravan placing a piece of artillery in position to annihilate a band of Indians who were professedly friendly, is
only one of a great many of similar intent. While Gregg, who was supposed to
oe an honorable man, evidently deprecated the length to which some of his men
had gone on this occasion, he showed his true color. later in the day, by crossing
the river, meeting the Indians who were undoubtedly awaiting the arrival of
Captain Wharton for a peace talk and smoke, and, unknown to Captain Wharton
telling the Indians, assembled for a council with an officer of the -United State;
Army, that theY had better keep away. or the eoldiers would fire on them.
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pronounced both "unfit for the service that will be required
of them"-(Appendix No.2)'"
In answer to a call on the afsistant comifsary for a
statement of provisions on hand, t~t officer reported
"four barrells of flour, fifty pounds of pork about, from
twenty to thirty pounds of sugar, from eighty to one hundred pounds of coffee." By a remark of the Commifsary
(Appendix No.3) * it would seem that at this time even
at the reduced allowance on which the command [had]
been for some time previously the quantity of flour was
not equal to twenty days supply.
The condition of the company and pack horses I ascertained myself. The former were very much reduced in
flesh and proportionably debilitated; the latter were equally so, some of them having also such diseased backs as
to make them incapable of bearing but the most trifling
weight, - two were positively unfit for service. In reflecting next on the dangers to which the Caravan might be
exposed on the residue of its route, I felt that it would be
my duty, as it would have been my inclination, to continue
with it so long as a foe was menacing, it, and even after
that foe liad retired to accompany it, should future danger
justly be apprehended, to such a point as my supplies and
my orders would allow me to proceed, taking care, in reference to my orders, that in exercising any discretion
which they allowed me, I did not violate any injunction
with reguard to which I had no discretion given me. The
recent friendly demonstrations of the Comanches induced
me to think that the traders were in no danger of an attack
from them. Two or three stragglers from the Caravan, it
was not improbable, would incur risk from meeting a small
party of that people but I did not believe with due circumspection, avoiding the commencement of hostilities, and
exercising a proper vigilance, the Caravan had much to
fear, for I was told by the traders themselves that there
never yet had been any deliberate or formidable attack
attempted against them by the savage tribes through whose
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hunting grounds the Caravan yearly pafsed. It was after
I had the friendly interview with some of the Comanches
alluded to in another part of this communication that I
addrefsed the Captain of the traders a letter stating how
far the nature of my orders and the state of my supplies
would allow me to accompany him. (Appendix No.4) *
On the following morning, the 27th of June, the Caravan crofsed the Arkansas accompanied by my command,
and in the course of the day I received a letter in reply to
mine of the day before. (Appendix No.5) *
In his communication my attention is called to certain
rumours of an intended attack on the Caravan. These
rumours I had heard after joining the traders, and only regarded them as rumours, and to which it seemed to me
evident the traders themselves had not attached much
importance, as they had heard them before leaving Mifsouri, had made no unusual preparations for defense in
consequence of them, indeed, had set out with an [no] expectation of having an escort as usual on their route, for
the meeting with my company was entirely unlooked for.
The Afsertion of Captain Gregg that the Comanches were
seen at the time of his writing me menacing the Camp,
looking from all sides into it I am at a lofs to account for.
The waggons effected the pafsage of the river, a tedious
oper,ation, without the least molestation, a few Comanches
at a considerable distance off looking on, no doubt, in a
spirit of curiosity, and it was not until we were entirely
over, as if in fear of some attack from us, that they ventured down into the valley. They then descended, the
party consisting of not more than ten or twelve, to our
late encampment, and, like true Indians, endeavoured to
find such things as had been abandoned by us. Through
the subsequent part of the day I saw nothing of them, but
I heard that a small party of the traders taking a flag
with them with the view of decoying the Indians from
their Camp, about two miles below ours, had set out with
the intention of firing on the Comanches should they suc-
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ceed in getting those Indians from their own encampment.,
Captain Gregg, having in his letter, in view of the dangers he apprehended to the Caravan, requested me to afford it protection to the utmost limit of my discretion, I
determined at once to apprise him of the point beyond
which under any circumstances I could not accompany the
Caravan, and accordingly addrefsed him another communication (Appendix 6) * informing him that point was where
the Santafee trace is intersected by the Semirone river,
a stream which I believe is considered clearly within the
limits of Mexico. To have gone beyond that point I would
have been under the necefsity, owing to the condition of my
horses and the state of my supplies, for the purpose of recruiting the former and of replenishing the latter, of taking
my company into the very settlements of Mexico, (See
appendix Capt. Smith's Letter) * a step which would have
been .a flagrant violation of my instructions, as I was
directed "not on any account" to go "within what may be
clearly and fairly known to be the jurisdiction of the Mexican Republic." The gentleman to whom this last letter
was addrefsed, having on the way of its reception resigned
his office as Captain, the communication was handed to
his succefsor from whom I received one in reply (Appendix
No.7) * In this reply a desire is exprefsed that I would
accompany the Caravan as far as the Canadian fork of
the Arkansas, called, I was told, the Rio Colorado by the
Mexicans, but if I could not proceed so far the services
of my company are declined. As I had already stated the
reasons which would prevent my going so far it now only
remained for me to make my arrangements for a return
march. Accordingly, I directed the waggon of the Qrmasters department to.be sold, as also all stores, tools, medicnes,
&c., not actually indispensable, a measure rendered necefsary by the very limited means of transportation left me.
On the morning of the 28th of June the Caravan proceeded
on its journey, no Comanches, or other Indians, since
early on the previous morning having been seen, indeed

19
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the Comanches broke up their encampment on the evening of the 27th, and, as I was informed by some of my
men, who were on the lookout, went off in an Easterly
direction. After seeing the traders off. I recrofsed the
Arkansas with my command, and took up the line of march
for this place. On the 13th inst. I reached the Ossage
agency and on the 19th arrived at this post, my last ifsue
of flour having been made the day before. The horses
are nearly broken down many entirely so two I was obliged
to leave behind, one at the agency, the other at an Indian
village on this side.
On my return march between the Arkansas and the
Pawnee fork of that river I met a party of the Pawnee
Mahaus, a people whom the Santafee traders look upon
as decided enemies. To us, however, they acted in the
most friendly manner, insisting on our halting to have a
talk and smoke with them. Having acceeded to their
wishes a council was regularly held at which the profefsions of friendship usual on such occasions were cheerfully exchanged. Between Walnut and Cow creeks two
tributary streams of the Arkansas I met the Kansas and
the Little Ossage. They also were very friendly.
On parting with the traders I found it was not practicable to have "an exprefs understanding with them as to
the time they will return" as was required of me in the
orders I received from Col. Dodge. Various interests and
views are connected with this trade. Some proprietors
dispose of their goods by wholesale, others add to the stock
of a regular establishment in Santafee, others again stop
at Taus, while there are many who penetrating into the
settlements more in the interior of the country there vend
their merchandise &c by retail, hence it is not pofsible for
them to say with certainty until they reach Santafee when
they will set out on their return. This much, however, I
learned; that it would take about thirty days from the time
of the departure of the Caravan from the Arkansas for it
to reach Santafee, that generally the traders stop in Mexico
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about six weeks, and that on their return their movements
are much more expeditious than on going out. Allowing
them thirty days from the 28th of June for the residue
of their journey out, six weeks for delay in Mexico, and
twenty days to return as far as the Arkansas, an escort
might meet them where they crofs that river between the
25th of Sept and the 7th of Oct next. It is my opinion
that no escort on the Caravan need accompany it farther
on its route than Walnut creek; there I am told, the vvaggons usually begin to separate and thereafter little or no
dangp.r is apprehended. From Walnut creek a nearly due
East course will conduct an escort, on its return, to Cow
creek, thence to the little Arkansas, and thence by the well
beaten trail of the little Ossages to. the little Ossage town
which is but fifteen miles from the residence of the agent.
It was by this route I returned myself without meeting any
difficulties on it. It is not a practicable one for a waggon,
and in a very high stage of water might give some trouble
even to horsemen, as streams are crofsed not very far from
their mouths. It would always, however, be in the power
of a: commander to take a parallel line higher up stream
without extending his route much should he find the waters
low down presenting obstacles to his advance. An escort
going out from this place to accompany the Caravan on its
outward journey I would advise to proceed as far as the
little Arkansas before halting for the traders. No protection, I think, would be needed by them before their arrival at that point, and there Buffaloe are to be found and
the grazing is good. While speaking of the route, I beg
leave to say a few words on the subject of the necefsity
of an escort. So long as the Indian tribes within our territory are at peace with us and each other I do not think
the Caravan has to fear any regular attack on it within our
boundary unlefs in the immediate vicinity of it, and then
only from those tribes of Indians with whom we have little
intercourse. Horse thieves may follow it, and a small party
of young warriors might rob a straggling trader even near
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the limits of Mifsouri, but past experience shows that any
organized regular attack is not to be apprehended. It is
between the Arkansas river and the Rio Colorado indeed to
within seventy miles of Santafee that the greatest danger
exists, and the fact, that all protection but that afforded
by a few Mexican Troops, who proceed no farther north
than the Rio Colorado, is withdrawn at the moment peril
commences, acts morally, I think, to place the traders in
a worse situation for defense against that danger than they
would be if no escort had previously accompanied them, for
while the withdrawal of the troops inspires confidence in
the Indians, their previous presence will have the effect of
qausing a habit of negligence and lack of vigilance on the
part of the traders which present danger would scarce prove
a timely remedy for. If, therefore, the trade is deemed of
sufficient importance to the people of both countries, it is
made between our Government and that of Mexico for its
greatly to be desired, that some special arrangement was
due protection after it shall have ~afsed the supposed
boundary of our Country and ere the Caravan shall have
reached the settlements of Mexico, either by allowing our
troops to go to said settlements there to remain until the
return of the Caravan, or by causing the Mexican troops
to meet those of the United States on the supposed boundary
line of the two Countries.
I propose sending to the Genl. so soon as my health,
which has been indifferent since my return, will allow me,
extracts from a private journal kept by me during the
march. These extracts will embrace all the information
I could gather on such points as the Genl. desired information and which he directed I should cause to be noted
in a journal.
In closing this report I feel it due to the officers and
men of my late Command to say, that on the several occasions on which they were suddenly called out by alarms
in Camp they repaired to their Posts with an alacrity which
would have done credit to much older Soldiers, conduct,
which, added to the coolnefs they displayed in such in-
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stances, inspired me with a degree of confidence in them
calculated to supply any want of numbers to meet an opposing foe. To Lieut. Luptons' energy, promptness and
ingenuity as afsistant Commifsary and Acting Qrmaster
I was particularly indebted for facilities in both the Departments of which he had charge. He will be found an
active Staff officer on any subsequent occasion requiring
services of him in that capacity. Finally, Sir, I refer the
Genl. to two communications addrefsed to me by the Santafee traders on the eve of our separation. (Appendix Nos.
8 & 9) *
If to the approqation of my fellow citizens, as exprefsed in these documents I may be able to add that of
the Commanding Genl. I shall be amply compensated for
no inconsiderable fatigue and exposure on my late march.
1 am, Sir, respectfully
your ob ser,
(signed)
Clifton Wharton
Cap of Dragoons
Lieut H. Swartwout
A. D. C. Act aj ad Genl
Fort Towson.
P. S. In the appendix will be found copies of orders ifsued
on the March.
C. W.
A copy of these.two letters, (Nos. 8 and 9) was printed
in the St. Louis Republican, dated August 26, 1834. The
text of the letters as printed is th~ same as shown above,
but there is a little discrepancy in the initials and names
of the signers of letter No.9. As shown in the Republican
the signers were;
T. J. Boggs
James Sutton
J. L. Collins
P. A. Masure
Sam!. Miller
Brossard
J as. B. Turley
J. G. Smith
J. T. Wood
A. J. Rains
Wm. Hook
Ed Charless
Josiah Gregg
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I am very deeply indebted to Miss Stella M. Drumm, Librarian of the Missouri Historical Society for the following information regarding a few of these signers, as follows:
Thomas J. Boggs, was a son of Gov. Lilburn W. Boggs,
and was a great friend of Kit Carson. He was in the Santa
Fe trade for many years, spending the most of his time in
and around Fort Bent.
P. A. Masure was Dr. Philippe Auguste Masure, born
in Belgium and came to St. Louis about 1827. In 1846 Dr.
Masure went to Santa Fe, and seems to have remained in
New Mexico or Mexico, the remainder of his life, for I
find no record of his having ever returned.
Edward Charless, was born in Philadelphia April 12,
1799. Married Miss Jane Stoddard at St. Charles, Mo., in
March 1823, and died June 22, 1848.
Brassard, I think must be Brosseau, as there were two
men of that name living in St. Louis in 1833, and no Brassard.
A. J. Rains carried the title of Major, and made a
trip to California in the early thirties, returning to St. Louis
in August, 1833.
It is interesting to note that Captain Wharton, seems
to imply, that there were other Government escorts furnished the Santa Fe trade, prior to 1834, and in addition
to the escort under Major Riley, in 1829, for he states in
letter No.4 to Oaptain Gregg: "My company of Dragoons,
having accompanied as an escort. . . so far as the supposed boundary line of the United States, and beyond which
line no previous escort with one exception, has felt itself
at liberty to pass. . . ." Here Captain Wharton distinctly states that one other escort, had crossed this line, and
infers that other escorts had come only as far as this line.
He again states; "The traders themselves. . . had set
out with no expectation of having an escort as usual on their
route," here implying that escorts had usually been furnished. Had only one escort ever been furnished, that of
Major Riley in 1829, no mention could have been made of
the usual escort; and again Gregg· in his letter of the 27th
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of June to Captain Wharton says: "although it is well
known that your Company is beyond Comparison the smallest escort that has heretofore accompanied a 'Santa Fe'
expedition, . . . . yet. . . the Protection it has afforded
us has been equal to that of any previous escort."
From the evidence at hand it is safe to assume that
other escorts were furnished the Santa Fe trade between
the years 1829 and 1834, although the War Department,
are seemingly unable to show any records of such escorts.
The next government escort of which we have knowledge, was furnished evidently for two different caravans
in 1843, under the command of Captain Philip St. George
Cooke, of the 1st Regiment of Dragoons.
Dr. Reuben Gold Thwaites, in Gregg's Commerce of
the Prairies, Early Western Series, vol. xix p. 187, states
regarding Captain Cooke: "his first active service was
connected with the Black Hawk War in 1832," but we find
him performing very active service with Major Riley in
the capacity of 2nd Lieutenant in the 6th Infantry in 1829.
Cooke writes of the Riley escort in 1829 in his Scenes
and Adventures in the Army (New York 1857 and Philadelphia 1859), and before taking up the escorts of 1843
it possibly might be well to see what he has to say relative
to the escort of 1829. A brief resume of his experiences
with Major Riley follows:
Four companies of the 6th Infantry were ordered
filled up, officers and men by selection, and were ordered
to march as the first escort of the annual caravan of traders, going and returning between Western Missouri and
Santa Fe. This detachment left Jefferson Barracks, Mo.,
May 4, 1829, :and arrived ten days later at Cantonment
Leavenworth. They were not to march for a week or two,
as arrangements for meeting the traders at Round Grove
some fifty miles west had already been made. On the
fifth of June they started, marched seven miles the first
day to a point where half of the baggage wagons were
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stuck in the Little Platte River for the night. For breakfast the next morning the mess to which Lieutenant Cooke
belonged regaled themselves on "cub" meat.
A laborious march of five days more brought them
to the limits of the "Grand Prairie." Here was the last
house on the route, occupied by "old Major C ---------- ,"
sub-agent of the De\awares.
The next days' march of twenty-six miles was a dry
one with no water until they arrived that night at Round
Grove. The caravan of traders was here met, about seventy
in number with about half as many w;agons, with mule
and a few horse teams. The caravan was here organized
and Mr. B
of St. Louis was elected Captain.
Marching from 15 to 20 miles a day for five or six
~ays, the caravan and its escort arrived at Council Grove,
"a beautiful piece of timber, through which runs the
Neosho River." After leaving Council Grove the monotony
of the prairie was only occasionally relieved by a fringe
of trees along a creek bottom. Near the first cry of "buffaloe buffaloe" was heard.·
After leaving the Cottonwood branch of the Arkansas,
the first night's encampment was on Raccoon Creek, which
was the last creek they saw on the way out. After traveling something like 130 miles, in view of the Arkansas, or
"its adjoining scenery," they reached the valley of the upper Arkansas it being about a mile wide; mile after mile
of the prairie was black with buffalo. One entire morning
was spent passing through herds of buffalo, who opened
in frout and closed up in the rear of the caravan, leaving
a clear path of scarcely 300 yards. This same morning the
caravan was charged by a buffalo bull, who although fired
at by the officers, and chased by the dogs, dashed between
two wagons, frightening the oxen, only to fall dead in a
few seconds.
About the middle of July, Chouteau's Island, the limit
of the escort's march, was descried. This beautiful island
was carpeted with green grass and covered by "leafy
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groves." The Arkansas River was here the boundary
between the United States and Mexico.
This was the first caravan on which any oxen had
been used, and this year they were used by the military
escort only. The traders had mule and horse teams. Cooke
says; "our oxen were an experiment and it succeeded admirably."
Here the caravan was to leave its escort and proceed
toward Santa Fe alone. The escort encamped on the North
side of the Arkansas near la grove of timber where grass
and fuel were to be obtained, and intended passing the
summer in this vicinity, awaiting the return of the caravan
from Santa Fe. A few hours after the departure of the
caravan, a number of horsemen were seen riding furiously
toward Major Riley's camp. They brought the news that
the caravan had been attacked by an innumerable host of
Indians at a distance of five or six miles from the camp.
Major Riley hesitated not a moment, camp was broken
and "tents vanished as if by magic."
After spilling a cup of hot coffee in his shoe, which resulted in the skin coming off his foot with his stocking,
Cooke was placed in command of the rear guard. The
escort reached the caravan at a little after midnight and
found everything quiet, and it remained so until dawn. At
the break of day it was seen that the encampment was
in a virtual cul-de-sac. A natural amphitheatre, surrounded
by sand hills, about fifty feet high and all within gun shot,
with a very narrow entrance, and a smaller outlet. Camp
was moved, and the hills were occupied.
It seems that some mounted traders had ridden on
ahead of the caravan notwithstanding they had been advised to keep close together; and had been surrounded by
about 50 Indians. All fled with the exception of "a Mr.
Lamb" as Cooke says, the largest capitalist and owner
of the company. It was decided that the escort accompany
the traders one day further. At noon,a terrific sand storm
came up. After advancing about ten miles further a little
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grass and water was found, also a few buffalo. In the
nearly dry pools of water the sm.all fish were dead, killed
by the intense heat of the sun.
The next morning Major Riley determined to march
no farther. The traders held a council and about half of
them decided to remain behind and spend the summer with
the escort, but they were soon shamed out of this decision.
At day-break following, the escort started to return to
their camp at .Chouteau's Island. No further adventures
were had on the way, except one night a sentinel fired a
shot at a dog, but missed. This alarm however turned out
the men.
Cooke states that the vicinity of Chouteau's Island
was further remarkable, for a "timbered bottom" which
stands "opposite its foot on the American side." They
had seen no other timber since leaving Council Grove, 300
miles back.
While encamped at the Island, the terms of enlistment
of four men expired, and against the wishes of the commander, and the advice of their friends, they started to
walk back to Missouri, on August 1. The same night three
of them returned. The fourth had been killed about 15
miles from the camp, while in the act of shaking hands
and giving tobacco to some supposedly friendly Indians who
had met them.
On the 2nd Captain Wickliffe with Lieutenant Cooke
and 50 men, and one of the three survivors were ordered
to search for the body of the murdered man and bury it.
Their guide however became bewildered and could not locate
the spot where they had been attacked.
On the 3rd another party under Lieutenant Izard
recovered the remains and buried them. On this same
day Cooke heard a "great yelling ,and uproar" and saw
the horses and cattle being stampeded by about 400 to 500
Indians. The 6 pounder was fired at them and "the grape
shot struck like hail" around them, but did not seem to
hit anyone. The Indians managed to drive off some of
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the livestock of the command without much other damage
being done.
When the camp had been established at Chouteau's
Island, the men had dug and constructed wells with flour
barrels, clear and cool water being struck at from two
to four feet. One well was dug in front of each company.
Sod fireplaces had also been built, which had net-work
platforms of buffalo hide stretched for the purpose of
smoking and drying buffalo meat. These platforms also
served as a defense against mounted men.
On August 11, camp was removed down the river a
few miles for better grazing for the horses and cattle.
This same day Captain Pentland with 18 men and wagon
and team were sent across the river after buffalo, which
were about half a mile away. As Indians had been seen,
Captain Wickliffe had been ordered to support Captain
Pentland in case he was attacked. One of the men, Bugler King, was shot and killed by the Indians, and Captain
Wickliffe's company was fired upon when they reached
a sand bar in the middle of the river on their way to the
support of Captain Pentland. King was killed and scalped,
and his body was left on the field by Captain Pentland and
his detail. That night, Aug. 11, there was a terrific storm,
as Cooke states, "there came. a falling flood, the roar of
whose approach appalled our. shaken hearts." The next
day Bugler King was buried.
The condition of the escort was "humiliating," surrounded as they were by "these rascally redskins" who
by means of their horses could "tantalize us and yet elude
all our efforts."
It was learned afterward from some Mexican traders
that the caravan had been spied upon the whole route from
Council Grove and that the Indians had thought the oxen
were "white buffalo." After the cattle had been stampeded
and some killed by the Indians on the 3rd, it was found
that the Indians had cut out all the white spots on the oxen
they had killed and taken these pieces away with them.
They were very likely considered "big medicine."
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While waiting for the return of the caravan from
Santa Fe, time hung very heavily on the command. There
were only two or three books in the camp, and the men
spent most of their time making powder horns from the
horns of the buffalo. Some were very beautifully carved,
polished and inlaid with bone, The evenings were spent
around the camp fire telling "yarns,"
Near the end of August, a white man was seen approaching the camp on foot. He was recognized as Corporal
Arter, who had been left at Cantonment Leavenworth.
With a companion he had been sent with dispatches by
General Leavenworth. A few days before they had be~
beset by a band of Indians, and Nation, Arter's companion,
had been wounded by a spear thrust, as he was in the act
of shaking hands and giving tobacco to the Indians. Arter
had stood off the Indians, helped him to the river, built him
a shelter, and started off on foot to reach the camp of the
escort. A detachment was sent out and found Nation
about 12 to 15 miles from the camp. He lingered some
weeks and then passed away.
The 10th of October had been named by the traders,
and agreed upon by the commanding officer of the escort,
as the very day, which the escort would wait. The 10th of
October arrived, and no caravan, and although the weather
was decidedly colder, it was decided to wait one day more.
Bright and early on the morning of the 12th the start on
the return trip was made. About nine o'clock horsemen
were seen following the escort at full speed. The battalion
halted and formed for action. It was then seen that the
riders were white men. The caravan was a few miles
beyond the river, and was accompanied by a Mexican escort under Colonel "Viscarro,>16 Inspector General of the
Mexican Army. A few days before that they had been met
by several hundreds of Arapahoes and Comanches "(our
old friends) ," on foot, who were evidently on a horse stealing expedition.
16.

See N. Me",. Hi.t. Rev., ii, p. 190, note 20.
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While talking with these Indians, one of the Chiefs
with whom Colonel Viscarro was talking, leveled his gun
and fired at Colonel Viscarro. One of the Colonel's Indians
sprang between them, and received the bullet in his heart.
His brother, standing near, stabbed the chief in the back
as he turned to escape, and another chief was shot by an
American. The Indians then fled. It was not ascertained
whether or not the Mexican Regulars shed any blood on
this occasion, but on the other hand "we were assured that
the cruelty and barbarity of some of the Americans disgusted even the Mexicans and Spaniards; That they scalped
one Indian at least, who had life enough left to contend
against it, though without arms; and they undoubtedly
took the skin from some bodies, and stretched it on their
wagons. I, myself, saw several scalps dangling as ornaments
to the bridle of a trader."
Being rejoined by the caravan, the return march was
again taken up on October 14, and on November 8th, "our
tatterdemalion veterans" marched into Cantonment Leavenworth.
In giving the details of the trips of 1843, Cooke breaks
away from a narrative style, and what information he gives,
comes to us in the form of a dialogue between a friend
and himself. We will give the salient points in his own
words.
Sept. 1 Six miles from Council Grove. Waiting for
the caravan to come up. Today we arrived at Council
Grove and were received with presented arms by a company
of dragoons, - which makes a fourth.. . . . Hundreds of
wagons, and nearly all of them have Mexican owners. Look
at the men, they show ivories as white as negroes; they
are Indians, but New Mexicans as well, and speak Spanish.
Herds of mules in every valley, on every hill, and hundreds
of oxen too.. . It is unhealthy here, many who have stayed
a week are sick; the dragoon company has been waiting
three days, and they are already suffering.
Sept. 3. Diamond Spring, a true "Diamond of the Desert," a Pearl of the Prairie-were pearls but as transparent
as its cold and crystal waters.
Cottonwood Fork, Sept. 6. I find Mr. Robidoux here,
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with a dozen light horse carts; he has a trading house
three hundred miles beyond Santa Fe. . . . This, Turkey
Creek, which I left this morning, should have a truer name;
it is a cold and rainy place, without fuel, and no turkey or
other living thing did I ever see there, save a squad of
horse-stealing Indians, which we once surprised at dark,
after a forced march. Three months ago we had nearly
frozen there in the rain.. . .
Antelopes, the first we had seen. There are four of
them; two are this year's fawns. What fidelity in brutes.
They are a family. It is here we first saw some in June.
Sept. 9. All day it has rained again. VITe have been
lying still trying to keep dry and warm, on the banks
of the Little Arkansas. There are a few green trees and
bushes, but little fuel. Worst of all is the case of the poor
horses-they' are starving and freezing before our eyes, for
the grass is very coarse and poor. . . Fiercer and colder
rages the storm; faster pours the pitiless rain: it does us
more injury than a forced march of sixty miles;- and the
traders! Where are they?
Sept. 11. A squadron of dragoons came last evening
from the South; according to them with orders to relieve
us; but they are broken down and on the back track. Having pretty thoroughly exhausted the prairie plum crop,
and the buffalo being washed away to far hill tops, they
were now prone to the land of pork and beans.
Sept. 12. Even until this morning did the cold rainy
weather hold out. Now, it is gloriously clear, and the wind
settled at the northwest. . . . This is the fifth day that
the caravan has been coming forty three miles, and I know
not where they are, but have sent to see..
Sept. 14. Owl Creek, a bright noonday, a fresh breeze
rattling among the shining green leaves overhead, belie
the ill-omened name. * * The traders have managed to
bring up to the Little Arkansas, about one fourth of the
wagons: forty three miles in six days.
Sept. 17. We have had some luck in incidents on this
desert; or, the 'trace' is growing a frequented highway.
The day before yesterday eight horsemen approached the
camp from the west. I thought they were Indians, or possibly, part of a Mexican escort. Before they were recognized, another column of horse, apparently, rapidly approached. . . They were the spring caravan on their re-
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turn, and a drove of mules were the column of horse. They
bring the certain news of their having reached Santa Fe
in safety. They returned by Bent's Fort, and so can give us
little information of the dangerous part of the direct route
which the present caravan is to follow.
Sept. 18. (Arkansas River)
Sept. 21. Coon Creek-Phoebus! What a name. There
is a tribe of them: long crooked shallow beds, with a string
of pools in each, and if it be a dry time, they are rendered
undrinkable by the buffalo; this is the 'same coon' where
there was no grass in the summer, but now it is better; . .
Sept. 22. Delightful, truly, to escort two hundred
wagons with twelve owners, independently disposed, and
sharply interested in carrying out different views of emergencies; the failure of water, grass or fuel."
And so runs the story of the Escort of 1843. On
October 1st., Cooke received a letter from the traders,
stating that they required his escort to "Red River" - nearly to Santa Fe; and a little later a confidential messenger
arrived, and secretly advised Cooke, that the escort need
go no further than the regular crossing of the Arkansas,
as long as Mr. Bent was kept in ignorance of the fact, that
the caravan was to proceed from the Arkansas to Santa Fe,
without an escort!
The caravan, at last arrived at the crossing of the
Arkansas, where it was met by another messenger, who
stated that there was a Mexican escort waiting a few miles
above. "They were 50 lancers-an advance party-' a forlorn hope' of 150 more, who would not trust their carcasses
on this disputed ground, further than the Cimerone."
The next morning, leaving the baggage, I marched to
the crossing in my best style; on our approach we saw the
Mexicans beyond the river, saddle and mount; but on our
dismounting, they were dismissed. The Adjutant rode over
to make inquiries, and invite them to cross and spend the
day with us. Their commander declined, with the pointed
excuse, that he was ordered on no account to cross 'the
boundary'. . . . Receiving their hint with a good grace, as
soon as the caravan was over, we mounted in order of battle
and as a significant salute, fired a round from the howitzer
battery; the shells were directed in ricochet down a fine
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reach of the river between us, and after a dozen beautiful
rebounds, exploded under water, to the manifest astonishment of the aboriginees amongst our suspicious allies.
Then, turning our faces homeward, we filed off,-returned
and slept in the camp where-we had left our baggage.
After a cold journey the command arrived at Fort
Leavenworth, the date not being stated.
Thus the history of the escort to the Santa Fe Caravan
of 1843.

On the 15th of May, 1834 the following order was issued;Camp Prior.
(Order No.5)
May 15th 1834.
I. This Command is now be~:ond the last civilized settlement on this frontier
and altho' not in an enemy's country, is neverthelefs thrown on its own exertions
to sustain itself as well by a careful preservation of the means it has of subsistence & defense. as by a watchful foresight to increase its supplies. and to add to
the ability of protecting itself economy then becomes indispensable and is stricLly
enjoyed. Rations must scrupulously· be taken care of, and in no case will anything
be heedlesfly thrown away. altho' not required for .immediate consumption; The
ammunition of the Command is of a value only to be estimated by the utter impofsibility of replacing it, if it shall have been expended before our return to our
post. for besides being necefsary for our defence against Hostile Attacks. it may
prove indespensable as a means to procure subsistence.
Every attention must
therefore he paid to its preservation from damage or waste, all use of it, unlefs
by the positive Sanction of the Commanding Officer is prohibited. If any man
shall be found on inspection of his ammunition, to have suffered it to become
damaged, or to have wasted it, besides the exposure of himself without the means
of defence to an enemy, he shall su.ffer most Certainly the privation of food in
proportion to his neglect or waste should the command ever be obliged to depend
on hunting for their subsistence, and in addition he must incur the penalty prescribed by the "Articles of War" in such cases.
II. Two Hunters will be selected occasionally to provide Game for the Commaud. They will taken from the number of those who are the best Marksmen,
and nlOst accoustomed to Hunt. They will be very careful not to consume the
ammunition by indiscreet or uncertain shots, and will on no account throwaway
either powder or ball when they unload. Pistol Cartridges will not be made use
of by the Hunters, nor by any of the Command. except when necefsary to use
the Pistol. -The Hunters will deliver whatever game they may procure to the
Ajt. Com. of Sub for ifsue to the Command.
III. 'rhe officer in charge of the ordnance stores, will iisue as occasion may
require what may be necefsary for the Hunters, all lead -thus ifsued and not consumed will be turned over by each set of Hunters when relieved to their succefsors.
(Signed)
C. Wharton
Capt. Comm.
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(Extract from Order No.6)

Camp .Repair,
18th May 1834
I.
Until further orders the guard will consist of a non-commifsioned officer & six privates, and will be posted at retreat one sentinel will be on Horse
back. and one on foot. The former will ride around the entire range of Horses.
with a view of keeping: them within prescribed, limits, and the latter will \valk
among them for the purpose of securing them if they should become loose, and of
quieting them if they should by any cause get frightened. In case the Sentinels
should be unable to arrest a horse that may have broken away, they will call out
'''The Guard, a horse loose." when the commander of the guard will make every
exertion with his men to apprehend the astray horse, or horses, & if the danger
of escape be great he will arouse the Company.
II.
The Ajt. Com., of Subsistence, will cause one of the Beef drivers to
watch the Beeves at night, but in addition to said watch, the guard is also charged
with a care of the Beeves by night as in the case of Horses; The Sentinels will
not be withdrawn· until morning Stable Call.
III.
The Stable Call will be sounded immediately after reveille when each
man will ascertain that his horse is secure &. proceed to clean him, and here the
Commanding Officer reminds the men of his Company that they cannot devote
too much attention to the security & care of their horses. Not only convenience,
but safety & even subsistence May depend on 'such exertions;
V. Immediately after the termination of the days march the horses will be
picketted. 15 minutes before retreat, the Stable Call will be sounded . when the
horses will be hobbled or otherwise well secured for the night. The Stable c';ll
will again sound 15 minutes before Tattoo, when every man will minutely examine
the means he has taken to Secure his horse.,
No signal will be sounded for
Dinner, but each Squad will dine as soon as the meal can be pt"epared. The meal,
however, will not be taken as an excuse for the neglect of the Stable, or any other
duties.
VI. The actg asst Qr Mas ter will see that the waggoner & pack men attend
at the prescribed hours to the security & care of their Horses in the service of the
Qr Master Department.
(Signed)
C. Wharton,
Capt. Conlmanding
(Order N. 7.)

Camp near the Osage Agency.
May 23rd 1834.
1. The asst Commifsary of Sup; will report in writing to the Commanding
Officer, the circumstances attending the lofs of the four Beef Cattle which escaped during the last night. Stating whether the watch was with the Beeves as
directed in paragraph 2nd of order .No. 6. and if there was any neglect of duty.
who was guilty of it.
II. The inattention to Signals & the grofs neglect of duty of some of the
Non-Comifsioned officers, .induced the Commanding officer to direct that Order
No. 6 be again read to the Command, after which second reading, the Commanding Officer will make an example of the first individual who in any particular
disobeys it.
(Signed)
C. Wharton,
Capt. Commanding
(Order No.8.)

Camp near the Osage Agency.
May 23rd 1834.
I. A detail of an Officer of the day will be made, from which no officer will
.be exempt. The Commanding ·Officer officiates as such today, and will be re-
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Jieved by the next Officer in rank, and the latter by the junior officer relieving
each other in this order without a special detail.
The ollieer of the day will visit the guard & sentinels twice during the
night, once between Tattoo, & 12 Oclock, and again between 1 O'clock and reveille, and will also on such occasions pars among and around. the entire range
of Horses. Causing the Guard to secure properly any that may have got loose,
and to disengage such as may have got thrown bY, or entangled in, their grazinghalters.
The duties prescribed by the general regulations for the Officer of the day he
will perform as a matter of course.
(Signed)
C. Wharton,
Capt. Commanding

n.

(Order No. 10.
Camp Neotio 4th June 1834.
1.
Sergt Glenn accompanied by one of the hunters to the Command will
proceed immediately to the point where the traee to Santa Fe intersects the North
fork of the Neotio River. with a view of as~ertaining whether the traders to Santa
Fe, are at that point, & for the purpose of delivering to them dispatches from
the Commanding Officer.
II. Should the traders not have reach.d there on the arrival of Sergt Glenn
at the North fork, he will proceed fifty miles farther on the trace with a view to
ascertain their position. Failing ,till to find them he will return forthwith to
this encampment. If however he should succeed in meeting them he will deliver
to them the document. with which he will be entrusted. and after receiving their
reply return with it to this place.
(Signed)
C. Wharton,
Capt. Commandinll:
While awaiting the return of Sergeant Glenn, a full inspection of the troops was
made as per the following order;(Order No. 11.)
Camp Neotio June 4th 1834.
1. A minute inspection of Arms, amnlunition, & accoutrements will be made
tomorrow morning at halfpast 8 O'clock and immediately thereafter the condition of the horses will be ascertained, for which purpose they will be paraded
unsaddled. The horses belonging to the Qr Masters Dept; will be inspected by
the Actg Ast Qr Master, such horses as may have received any injury on the
March will be strictly attended to, by those in whose charge they are, respectively,
that they may be speedily prepared, for the long .& fatiguing march. Frequent
Bathing of the Back in cold water is recommended in cases where the Horse's
back has sustained injury from the saddle.
II. The Acting Asst. Qr Master will have prepared a suitable number of
wooden posts for the support of the Picket rope, 6nd a number of picket stakes.
of strong timber, adequate to the security of all the horses & Mules attached to
the Command. For this Object men already detailed in the Qr Master's depart.
ment will be employed in addition to whom, two' Carpenters, if necefsary, will
also be detailed.
(Signed)
c. Wharton.
Captain Commanding.
(Order No. 12.)
1.

Camp Vigilance, on the Cow Creek.
June 14th 1834.
The guard until further orders will consist of a Sergeant, Corporal, and
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twelve prh'ates. and all non- commifsioD£d officers & privates, on 'Wlrhatever duty
or detail, will be subject to detail. for guard.
II. No signals until otherwise ordered, except ir. case of alarms, will be blown
except in the day t;ime, but Chiefs of Squads at the hours at which the Stable
CaU, Retreat, & Tattoo have heretofore been sounded at & after sundown will on
being so directed by the 1st Sergeant turn out their respective squads to roU Call
& to secure the horses, AU horses must be tied to a picket. The greatest care &
Vigilance must be used to prevent the horses breaking away in case of alarms. and
to be prepared to defend the trade entrusted to the protection of his Command
in the event of its being suddenly caUed out. Each man will lay bis arms &
accoutrements ready to grasp them in an instance, and on tn..-ning out unexpectedly
the Company will form in one rank immedfately in front of the tents.
III. With a vi"w of making the supply of Flour hold out as long as practicable
the ration will be reduced one fourth, so long as the Hunters are unable to furnish
an abundant supply of fresh meat, and in making sales to officers the Ast Comrnifsary will make a corresponding reduction in the Article of flour.
(Signed)
C. Wharton.
Captain Commanding.
Captain Whnrto~ includes with hi3 report, certain communications which
passed between him and the leaders of the Santa Fe Caravan. He has marked
th"m Appendix No 1-2-3-etc., and we will use them as foot notes to make them
easier to refer to. (Appendix No.1)

Camp Neosho June 9th 1834.
Sir;
In .' the immediate vicinity of the Spot where the Santafe traders halted last
evening is encamped a Company of U. S. Dragoons, consisting of fifty men. As
the Commander of said Company I offer the protection which such force may
be able to render to the Caravan. in which yourself and others are interested
against the attacks of hostile Indians on such portion of your. route to Santafe as
I am authorized to advance with you.
I should be glad to know the wishes of the trade,.. on the subject.
Respectfully
Yr ob Servt
(Signed) Clifton Wharton
Captn of Draggons
To Capt Josiah Gregg
Commanding Caravan
to Santa Fe
Appendix No. 2.
Proceedings of a board of Survey held at Camp Livingston by virtue of the
following order.
Order No. 14
Camp Comanche
26th June 1834.
I. A Board "f Survey to consist of Lts. Lupton & Watson, will convene today
at such time as the senior officer of the Board may direct, and proceed to examine
into the Condition of the waggoD, and the waggon ·horses appertaining to the
Qr Mr. Dept. and attached to this Command.
11. The Board in making up its opinion of the aforesaid means of transpOl'tation for service, will take into consideration the distance of this Command
from its proper post the nature of the Country over which the march will be
made &c the character of the subsistence which can alone be found for horses.
III. The report [Board] will make its report to the Commanding officer
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in writing, and in case members of the Board should disagree in Sentiment, each
will report his opinion.
(Signed)
C. Wharton.
Captain Commanding.
Camp Livingston June 26th 1834.
The Board met ns above ordered at 2 Oc P. M.
The Board after a minute examination of the waggon, and waggon h0rscs,
are of opinion, that they are unfit for the service that will be required of them.
(Signed)
14
(Signed)
15
John L. Watson
L. P. Lupton
Lt Drgns
Lt of Dragoons
Recorder of Board
PresidE;nt of Board.
Camp on the Arkansas.
June 27th 1834.
I have the honor to report the following quantity of Subsistence now on hand.
Four Barrells of Flour
From 20 to 30 Ibs of Sugar
From 80 to 100 lbs of Coffee
Three bushels of Salt
Fifty pounds of Pork (about)
The fJour now on hand will subsist this Command at the present rate of
issue, nearly 20 days & by a very small reduction in the rations, it might be made
to hold out fully that time.Very respectfully
Yr Ob Servant
(Signed) L. P. Lupton
Lt Dragoons
A. A. C. S.
Captn C. Wharton
U. S. Dragoons Commanding.

•

(No.3)

*

(No.4)

Sir;

Camp Livingston on the Arkansas River
June 26th 1834.
l\ly company of Dragoons having accompanied as an escort the Caravan hound
for Santafe in Mexico so far as the supposed boundary line of the United States,
and beyolld which line no previous escort with OIle exception, has felt itself at
liberty to pafs, it becomes my duty to respect such line although not clearly as~
certained, and to fall back unlefs imperious circumstances should justfy my pro~
cceding farther with you.
The distance however, which my instructions, under any circumstances, would
allow me to go with the 9aravan beyond the supposed boundary of the Country
with a view to its protection, would be -merely so far as some point not beyond
what might be justly conside'red the vici·ttily of said boundary. I am aware, that
you do not consider the Caravan safe, until you reach a point very far beyond
said vicinage, indeed that it is exposed to danger from hostile Indians, even within
the well known limits of the .Mexican Republic, but to accompany you to so re4

Sir;

14. John L. Watson of Virgina, was appointed to the Motlnted Rangers
March 5, 1833, and on Sept. 19, 1833, was appointed 2nd Lieutenant of the
Dragoon Reg·iment. He resigned June 30. 1835, and died November 21, 1835.
15. La.ncaster P. Lupton, was born in Ne""r York state and graduated from
West Point in the class of 1825. Served in the 3rd Inf., and on March 4, 1833,
was 'appointed 1st lieutenant in the Dragoon Regiment.
He resigned March 31,
1836, and died August 2, 1885.
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mote a point would be utterly impofsible. as I am directed not on any account to go
with my command within the jurisdiction of the l\'1exican Republic.
Should I escort the Caravan until :it shaH have been met by the Mexican Troops
at the point to which they usually advance to meet it, say the Rio Colorado, I
should not only then be within the well known limits of Mexico. but be under
the urgent necefsity of approaching the very SC':.t1ements of that republic to obtain
supplies. such as I now have on hand being barely sufficient to sustain my comma.nd twenty days and to recruit my horses now nearly broken down, by an already long march. Such a measure would be evidently contrary to my ins true...
tions; calculated to displcm:e the Mexico Government, and to cause therefore the
disapprobation of our own.
With this statement of the limited distance I can
accompany the Caravan with U. S. Troops beyond the Arkansas River, the sup~
posed boundary of the Country,
desire to know whether to such extent you need
the Services of my Command.
I am Respectfully
·Your Obt Servt
(Signed) Clifton Wharton
Captn of Dragoons
To Capt Josiah Gregg
Commanding Caravan to
Santa Fe.
(No.5)
Camp Livingston on the Arkansas.
June 27th 1834.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Communication, proposing such farther continuance of the escort under your Command as would be
consistent with your orders.
Desirous of having my own individual wish supported by the Company, I took
the liberty of laying your letter before them, and received the unanimous direction
to request that you would continue your protection to the Caravan to the utmost limits of your discretion. You have been good enough to let me know the
tenour of your orders from the War Department, without presuming into discufsion as to their Construction which I could not decorously do, I will Simply
allude to the circumstances which seem to indicate unusual danger.
We were
prepared by reports before we left Mifsouri to expect it. Information from a most
respectable Quarter apprised us of the encampment on the road in advance of us
of the Arick Karas with an exprefs view to the annoyance of this trade. From
this tribe, once in actual war with the United States, and maintaining since a
very equivocal relation, we have nothing to expect but hostility, I need not allude
to their strength & means of annoyance, as they are already known to you.
The Comanches are known to be hostile by long and fatal experience. It has
not been usual however to find them in our limits; yet you were yourself witnefs
yesterday to the attempt of a war party to cut off two of O\lr Company, who were
in advance of th~ Caravan on the road they even now menace us, are looking
from all sides into our Camp. That they. came to our crofsing place with the
expectation of meeting us is rendered certain by their cont~adictory & inconsistent
Statement. While the:l' pretended only to be hunting, they were as you know prepared with an english flag evidently to give them an opportunity of talking with
& misleading -us, for the fact is well known that they regard no :engagement as
sacred,. but deem it allowable to use all means of deceiving &' defeating their
enemies. From their unusual appearance here, & their. strange deportmentyester..
ds3'-, I .can scarcely doubt but· that their movements are directed by an intelligence
acquainted with the Character & habits of Americans, and with our ·mode (}f
marching and enca,mping.
I mention' this circumstance in connection .w-ith a
rumour which prevailed. ·in Mifsouri before our. departure,. and. ·whiGh ·you hav~
Sir;
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heard, but to vi'"hich I cannot officia~ly allude. without pofsibly doing wrong to
an individual who is entitled to justice at Ieabt.
In conclusion, Sir, I will remark that all indications lzad us to the belief that
we will be exposed to the most menacing danger.
With the afsistance of your company. the Caravan and the lives of our Citizens
win be ensured, and we appeal to you as an American Officer to afford Ud all
pofsible aid.
Very Respectfully
Yr humble Servant
(Signer})
J asian Gregg, Captn
of the Caravan.
Clifton \Vharton Esq
Captain ()f Dragoons.
Camp of the U. S. Dragoons, on the South
• (No 6)
side of the Arkansas river, June 27th 1834.
Sir;
I hasten to reply to your communication of this datI?, in answer to that I
had the honor to make to you yesterday, on the subject of accompanying the
Caravan bonnd for Santa Fe farther on its route. You exprefs the wish of the
Company of Traders, that, I would cO!1tinue the protection of my command to the
Caravan, "to the utmost limits of your (my) discretion:'
Having made known
to you in rn:r letter of yesterday the tenor of nlY instructions in reference to
the point to which under the most imperious circumstances, the troops of the
U. S. under my command, could accompany you beyond the :supposed boundary
line of our country, it now only remains fnr me to say, that the utmost extent
to which I can pofsibly proceed with you will be the spot at which the route of
the Caravan is intersected by the Semirone River. I believe it is not doubted that,
that water course is within the ascertained limits o·r Mexico, and in going even so
far with you I shall be transcending the letter of my orders, the risk of censure
for which I will encounter cheerfully as the fault, if it be one, will have grown
out of a desire to serve my Countrymen to the limited ext~nt of my means to
promote their views. To go farther with you would impose upon me the necefsity
of violating the very spirit of my orders, for the reason made known to you in my
note of yesterday, a violation which in reference to the bearing of NatioTlal Law on
the subject might be made a matter of moment by the Country whose territory
would be entered by Foreir;n Troops. should I undertake thus to violate those
orders. I spoke yesterday of the nearly exhausted state of my supplies, but I
was not aware until this morning, when I rec~ived an official report from the
officer in charge of them, that the most important part of them were so low
as they reallY are, - of one article. most efsential, I have lefs than 2 days rations _
and of another still more important I have only 20 days rations, even although
I have reduced the allowance per day of that article.
I do not design to treat lightly that part of your communication in which
you aHude to anticipated attacks by Hostile Indians supposed to be in advance
of the Caravan & to the display of the Commanches yesterday in QUI' presence, when
I refrain from. entering into the expreCsion of any opinions on the matter, Yet
I cannot omit remarking, that although the first demonstration~ of the Commallches
ye8terday, were menacing to two of the gentlemen in advance of the Caravan,
their general deportment when approached was professedly friendly, a deport.
ment which I by agreement with them designed to avail myself of, to effect what
I thought would be beneficial to thE' Caravan, and I wa.s confident would promote Certain views of our Government in relation to the Commanches & Pawnee
Picts. when my objects were frustrated by the Hostile demonstrations of Certain
persons attached to the Caravan who even went so far as to advance a piece of
artillery and to avow their determination to discharge it at a body of Commanches,
separated from us by the width of the Arkansas river and whose demonstrations
of friendship, whether sincere or not were loud and frequent,
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This step on the part of the party concerned was followed by the most abusive
language to one of my officers, who while I was absent in pursuit' of yourself
to exprefs my disapprobation of the hostility l':ontemplated, thought it his duty
to repair to the spot to which the Cannon had been drawn & to protest against
the determination which had been avowed to fire against the Indians on the opposite shore. I advert to this circumstance, Sir, in justice to the ,jfficer in question. than whom, no one attached to my command has evinced a greater d(.>sire
to serve your Company in the way of his profefsion.
I am. Reopectfully.
Yr Ob. Servt
(Signed)
Clifton Wharton
To Josiah Gregg ESQ.
Capt Dragoons.
Capt of the Trading Company
bound for Santa Fe
P. S. Having just heard that you had resigned the Office of Captain of the
Traders, I request ,that you will hand this letter to your succefsor,
C. W.
(No.7)
Camp Livingston 27th June 1834.
Clifton Wharton ESQ.
Captn U. S. Dragoons.
Your letter of today addrefsed to Josiah Gregg. Captain of the Santa Fe
Caravan, has been handed to me since his resignation & contents noted. It is the
general wish of the Company. that you accompany them until they reach the
Mexican Troops, which will be at the Canadian forI, of the Arkansas, One Hundred & fifty miles of Santafe.
But as your orders are such that you cannot accompany us that far. (when
you would be in the vicinity of the Mexican Frontier and supplies easily obtained)
I cannot insist. nor is it the wish of those I represent that you should accompany
UB any further 8S in so doing you would render your Company unfit for are·
turn until the fall, as it is almost impofsible to croSs the Plains from this point
to the Semirone. and return immediately.· there always being a great scarcity of
grafs & water between those two points.
I regret that our government has not had an understanding with the Mexican
Republic, so as to admit our troops to protect their Citizens and their property
after crofsing the lines of the two Republics, for as things are we are without
protection for a distance of about Three Hundred miles lying between the Arkansas,
and Canadian fork, the most dangerous part of the Route. I hope Sir from
what you have already been an eye witness to, and the danger of a continual
alarm or harafs bY our kind foes, you will be enabled to make such a report, 85
to insure us a protection through the most dangerous part of our Route.
Yrs Respectfully
(Signed)
I. G. Smith Capt Santafe Caravan
(No.8)

I

Camp· of the Santa Fe Caravan On the South of
Arkansas River,
June 27th 1834.

Sir;
I had seriously hoped that you would be able to accompany us with your
escort at least a few days longer on our march; and therefore much regret to
learn that you have determined to return directly from this place. I am, however, perfectly satisfied that imperious circumstances in conjunction with the
nature of your orders, are the oole cause of your r.ot proceeding further with us.
Yes_ Sir. I regret, to oee that it would be utterly impossible for you to advance
beyond this plnce with the Caravan, without incurring a risk which no one could
wish; while at the same time. we have had every reason to be convhiced of Your
sincere &: unceasing desire to lend us every possible aid in case of danger. For
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who could have witnefsed, without being confident of this fact, the promptness of
your Compan~r in getting to arms and advancing to the point of expectant attack
on the night of the alarm at Vlalnut Creek: Nor were we leis struck with the
readincfs with which you acted on the occasion of yesterday, when a party of
Comanches "\VE::re seen approaching the Caravan.
Indeed, although it is well known that your Company is beyond Comparison
the smallest escort that has heretofore accompanied a "Santa Fe" expedition ;yet
it is universally admitted that the Protection it has afforded us has been equal
to that of any previous escort, owing to the uncommon vigilance of your Command.
Thus, Sir, justLice to my feelings not only as as individual, but as Commanding officer (though unworthy) of the Caravan during your march with us from
Cotton Wood to this point, has compelled us to make these l'emarks-thus in some
degree to express the so justly merited gratitude and acknowledgements of. Sir.
Yr truly Obt Servant,
(Signed)
Josiah Gregg
To Captain C. Wharton.
(No.9)

Camp

Livingston

Crofsing of the Arkansas.
June 27th 1834.
In behalf of the traders engaged in the Santa Fe trade, and those immediately
concerned with the Caravan. we the undersigned return our thanks to you and
the officers under your command for your untired and constant solicitude for the
safetpr of the Caravan and the very efficient disposition of your Company and
Guard while on March for its protection. and assure you that although your company was small. the protection afforded us, has been as efficient as when greater
numbers have accompanied us.
We regret that we are so soon to part. but Sir, our best wishes are with you
and hope you may reach your barracks with safety.
We are Respectfully
Your Mo Obt Servt
(Signed)
T. 1. Boggs
P. A. Masure
1. L. Collins
Ed Charlefs.
Sam Miller
A. I. Raines
1. B. Turley
1. G. Smith
1. T. Wood
Brassard
W. Hook
Josiah Gregg
To Cap Clifton Wharton
U. S. Dragoons

